
     

Static headspace is a technique for getting VOCs from a sample into a GC–MS.

Extraction of the vapour 

phase above a sample

Equilibrium technique 

(although often performed 

under non-equilibrium 

conditions)

Suitable for solids,  

gels and liquids

Option for focusing onto 

a sorbent-packed trap to 

enhance sensitivity

Aroma/flavour 

compounds in foods 

and beverages

Pollutants in 

soil and water

Biomarkers in 

clinical samples

Residual solvents in 

pharmaceuticals

Building blocks in 

chemical and polymer 

manufacture

Headspace used to determine 

alcohol content of aqueous 

solutions

First reports of 

headspace with GC

Launch of first automated 

headspace–GC system 

(F-40™, PerkinElmer)

Multiple headspace 

extraction introduced

First report of 

headspace sampling 

with cryogenic 

trapping

Full-evaporation headspace 

first described

Launch of first automated 

rail-based headspace system 

(HS500™, CTC Analytics)

First use of the term 

‘headspace’ in the literature

TYPICAL WORKFLOW

Add solid or liquid  

sample to vial, and seal

Needle for removing 

headspace

Typical static 

headspace  

volume 1 mL

HOW HEADSPACE SAMPLING WORKS

ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES

Static headspace is a versatile technique with a range of benefits,  

enhanced further by the use of trapping.

+Sorbent-packed focusing trap

Sampling is fast Low cost per  

sample

Suitable for a  

very broad range  

of sample types

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Relatively low sensitivity,  

especially from solid samples

Low recovery of polar species 

from aqueous solvents

Doesn’t work well for 

less volatile species
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WHAT IS IT?

INTRODUCTION TO  

STATIC HEADSPACE 

AND HEADSPACE–TRAP
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HISTORY

KEY APPLICATIONS

Launch of the first commercial 

headspace–trap system 

(TurboMatrix™, PerkinElmer)

2003

Heat/agitate to aid 

equilibration

Heated syringe

Extract headspace sample

Valve and loop Pressure balance

Trap then GCGC

Launch of automated system  

with capability for headspace and 

headspace–trap, TD, SPME and  

high-capacity sorptive extraction  

(Centri 360, Markes International)

2018

Typical 20 mL 

headspace vial

Volatile analytes 

in sample are in 

equilibrium with 

headspace

Non-volatiles remain  

in the vial

Vial can be pressurised 

with gas to improve 

recoveries

Typical sample  

volume 5–10 mL

Splitting and  

re-collection of 

single samples 

allows for storage 

or repeat analysis/

validation

Variation of split 

flows at the trap 

stage improves 

capability to 

handle wide 

concentration 

ranges

Allows greater 

analyte selectivity

Inject HS into 

sorbent-packed 

focusing trap

Narrow analyte 

band means better 

peak resolution

Preconcentrated

analytes desorbed

from focusing trap into

GC–MS (backflush)

Inject  

headspace  

into GC–MS inlet

Wider applicability 

than purge-and-trap

Easily  

automated

Suitable for dirty  

matrices

No solvent

Improved peak shape for  

better sensitivity

Analytes optionally focused  

on GC injector line

Allows use of larger (e.g. 5 mL) 

sample volumes for improved 

sensitivity

Combining multiple extractions from a 

single sample can boost sensitivity

… and on Centri®:

Product names used with the™ or ® symbols are trademarks of the companies indicated.

Typical headspace–trap 

volume 5 mL

To learn more about automating static headspace 

and headspace-trap using Markes Centri®  automated 

sample extraction and concentration platforms, visit   

www.markes.com/centri

Expansion of Centri® product series 

to include Centri 90 and Centri 

180, dedicated to high-sensitivity, 

high throughput routine analysis

2023

https://markes.com/sample-preparation-platforms

